SPECIFICATIONS FOU    KLKCTTtfC   RAILWAY.        427
OVERHEAD   CONSTRUCTION.
Poles supporting the straight line shall be set **»*«•* in a hole 6 feet 6 inches deep and 18 inches In diameter. Poles supporting curves shall be set in a hole 6 feet 6 inches deep and 24 inches in diameter. The space around the poles shall be filled with concrete, composed of i part of cement, % parts of sand, and 4 parts of crushed rock. In setting poles, the top ol the pole shall be given a rake of 8 inches from the vertical. City regulations in regard to setting poles shall be strictly complied with. The sidewalk at the base of the pole must be restored to its original condition. Before erection, poles and cross-arms shall receive one coat of asphalt paint and after erection shall receive another.
The trolley wire shall be placed as nearly as Wat Work. possible over the center of the track and shall not be less than 18 or more than 20 feet above the rail. The trolley wire Khali be anchored at all curves and crossings. The hangers, strain insulators, feeder yokes, and all other overhead appliances shall be of the manufacture of * * * . The connection                     ]
between the span wire and the pole shall be through a strain insulator. Strain insulators shall be placed in all guy wires and pull-off wires. Ail joints in the trolley wire shall be made at suspensions by means of splicing ears. No splicing sleeves shall be used.
The trolley wire over curves must be so located that the trolley wheel rounds the curve without leaving the wire. Pull-off* must be located as designated by the Engineer. Where necessary, the Contractor .shall furnish switches and crossings to be located in the trolley wire at turn-outs.
At crossings with other roads, where their con-sent can be obtained, live crossings will be installed, and cut-outs placed in the trolley wire. Where this consent can not be obtained, the Contractor will install insulated crossings of a design to be approved by the Engineer.
Lightning arresters .shall be located along the track, two to each mile. They shall be of the manufacture of * * * and the Engineer shall designate their exact location and the manner in which they shall be connected with the trolley and feeder wires, and the manner in which they shall be grounded.

